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Wind drives
the energy transition
Wind has driven people for centuries. In the past, it helped us to
cross oceans, mill grain and drain land. Today it plays a key role in the
transition towards environmentally and climate-friendly power supply.
More than 30 years ago, Germany's first wind farm was connected
to the grid, when it supplied around 400 households with clean
electricity.1 Initially, the new technology was dismissed: as late as
1993, German electricity suppliers wrote in an advertisement: "In the
long term, renewable energies such as solar, water or wind will not be
able to cover more than 4 per cent of our electricity needs.".2 Political
changes and the vehement demand of many citizens for a sustainable
and decentralised energy system made a difference. The approximately
30,000 wind turbines in Germany now generate 103 billion kilowatt
hours (kWh) annually, enough for 34 million households.3 This corresponds to 18.8 percent of Germany's net electricity generation.4 Wind
energy is thus Germany's second most important source of electricity and produces more electricity than nuclear power or coal.
Today, Germany's largest inter-generational project, the energy transition, is facing a new stage of development: digitisation and decentralisation as well as greater networking through blockchain technologies
will be the next innovation drivers in the new energy industry. Consumers are increasingly becoming producers and are revolutionising the
electricity market. Driven by the idea of a holistic energy transition,
renewables will take up a greater share of transport and heating.
Germany stands behind the energy transition and climate protection
targets. 95 percent of the people in Germany welcome the expansion
of renewable energies.5 Nevertheless, heated debates are being held
in many places, particularly on the expansion of wind energy. This brochure aims to accompany the discussions in the country with honest,
straightforward and level arguments.
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1.

Wind energy promotes
climate protection
The Earth's climate is constantly changing due to natural meteorological factors. But the speed at which this has happened in recent years
has increased unnaturally. Humanity has contributed to accelerated
global warming6 through the depletion of the Earth's resources, ongoing deforestation and, above all, the emission of greenhouse gases
– with dramatic consequences.
Alongside energy-saving measures, renewable energies are the most
important means of combating climate change: in 2017 alone, 179
million tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions were saved through the
use of renewable energies. Wind energy prevented around 71 million
tonnes of CO2 equivalents in 2017.7
But there is still a long way to go before the necessary climate protection targets are achieved. Germany is one of the few states in danger
of failing to meet its commitment to the EU to expand renewables.
In order to close the gap, additional quantities of renewable energy
should be put out to tender.

Prevented greenhouse gas emissions due to the use of renewable energies in Germany
in MT of CO2-eq
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2.

Wind turbines
have excellent life-cycle
assesment results
Wind turbines produce clean electricity, but energy also has to be
produced for their production, operation and disposal. So at what
point are these quantities of energy recovered? To find the answer, we
need to look at the "energy amortisation". Modern turbines can pay for
themselves in terms of energy in just 5 to a maximum of 12 months.8,9
In other words, the energy consumed for production, operation and
disposal of the turbine is easily balanced out by the electricity it
produces.
Of course, energy amortisation always depends on the turbine's
capacity and height, as well as its location. But even as capacities
increase, the net energy and financial return times of a few months
remain impressively low. What is more, a wind turbine can generate up
to 70 times as much energy during its 20-year lifetime as is required
for its production, operation and disposal. This increases to 90 times
more energy if the recycling of materials is included in the life-cycle
assessment (more on the subject of recycling on page 30). The figure10
shows an example of the average amount of energy used to manufacture a wind turbine and how this is distributed among the individual
components.

Energy balance for the production
of a wind turbine
Energy required for the production of
individual turbine components in
megawatt hours (MWh).
504 MWh
Nacelle without generator

106 MWh
One rotor blade
799 MWh
Generator

1,048 MWh
Steel tower

375 MWh
Foundation
7

420 MWh
Control system and
grid connection
7

3.

The impact on nature and
the environment is low
As with any other construction project, the planning and approval
process for the construction of wind turbines ensures that the impact
on nature conservation, species protection and the landscape is kept
to a minimum. In addition, wind farm planners help to minimise or
even fully offset any resulting damage to nature and the environment
through so-called "compensation measures", e.g. by investing in reforestation or creating feeding habitats for bird species11 (more on the
subject of species protection on page 34).
The areas in which wind turbines are installed can continue to be used
for agriculture or forestry. The turbines can also be dismantled and
almost completely recycled at the end of their operating life without
any ensuing damage. Large parts of the turbines can be recycled in
industrial processes and used in road construction or the cement industry, for example. The German Wind Energy Association (BWE) also
supports the complete removal of the foundations. Modern turbines
have special blast holes in the foundations to make crushing and
removal much easier. In addition, transformer stations and switching
systems are dismantled and the cables removed from the ground. This
means that the plot can be returned to its original condition after the
wind farm is no longer in use. The obligations for removal are usually
stipulated before the start of construction.12 In some federal states, the
costs must be covered by a guarantee at the start of the project.
Just how environmentally friendly wind energy is becomes particularly
clear when we compare it to opencast lignite mining13, where entire
villages have to be relocated and the landscape undergoes permanent
change and remains uninhabitable for a long time. Renaturation
measures are also implemented after a coal-fired power plant is dismantled, but in these exploited areas, water pollution, mining damage
and the loss of biological diversity often occur.

Ground penetration depth: Lignite mining and wind energy compared

Excavation: up to 500 m
8

Foundation: up to 3 m
8

4.

The costs to society 			
are minimal
The generation of electricity from fossil and nuclear sources incurs
enormous costs to society14, which are not included in the electricity
price and are therefore not immediately apparent to citizens. These
forms of conventional electricity generation are associated with high
costs for final disposal, environmental impact and damage to health.
These are referred to as "external costs".
Here is one example. Nuclear waste from nuclear power plants must
be stored in a radiation-safe manner for one million years. The German
state is responsible for the interim and final disposal in the form of a
state fund of 24 billion euros established in 2016. 169 billion euros
is needed in the long term to have a suitable final disposal site ready
for operation by the turn of the century. In future, the companies will
pay for the decommissioning and demolition of their nuclear power
plants. However, for years, they have been able to invoice billions of
euros from electricity customers and, in accordance with statutory provisions, record these amounts as reserves in their balance sheets, with
enormous tax advantages.
In the energy sector, further external costs are generated by the emission of pollutants, which in turn damage human and animal health and
natural ecosystems. The mining of primary raw materials such as coal
also has a lasting impact on nature. Studies estimate the follow-up
costs worldwide for coal-based electricity at around 5 trillion US
dollars. That's about 4,219,943,000,000 euros.15
When these overall societal costs are taken into account, wind energy
has been the cheapest source of electricity for several years now. But
even without including them, wind energy and other renewable energies that incur significantly lower societal costs are competitive from
a price point of view.16 The supply of wind is endless, and research
and further development will lead to efficiency gains for new wind
turbines.
The price of CO2 emissions is far lower than
the actual costs of the consequences of climate
change
Price for CO2 certificate according to ETS in
euros/tonne of CO22

13 €
ETS certificate price17
in April 2018

9

80 €

25 €
Adequate entry price with
incentive effect

Costs including the 		
consequences of climate change
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Wind energy

drives the labour
market
Wind energy is creating jobs in Germany as an important industrial
centre. In 2016, around 160,000 people were employed directly or
indirectly in the wind industry across all German states – including
engineers, technicians, mechanics, planners and logistics specialists.18
Wind energy has thus become an indispensable employer from Bavaria
to Schleswig-Holstein. As many as 1.16 million people worldwide work
in the wind energy sector.19
The number of employees in Germany more than doubled between
2006 and 2016 and the new occupational fields that have emerged
are diverse. The areas of production and construction, as well as maintenance and operation offer numerous training opportunities for young
people and those changing careers. 390 courses of study focusing on
renewable energies are now on offer at universities and colleges in
Germany.20
All federal states benefit from this. Even those that clearly need to
catch up in expanding their renewable capacities are in a strong
position in terms of suppliers, covering fields such as mechanical
and turbine engineering, electrical engineering and the IT industry.
Although final production by turbine manufacturers mainly takes place
in the north, the supplier industry is distributed nationwide with a focus on North Rhine-Westphalia, Baden-Württemberg and Bavaria. But
there are also many companies in eastern Germany that are important
suppliers to the wind industry.
Due to these positive trends, it is all the more important that the
industry obtains politically reliable framework conditions. The legislature should therefore enable investment and planning security through
ambitious targets for the future expansion of renewable energies.
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5.

Wind energy strengthens
rural areas
In times when large, conventional power plants were used, the revenues from energy production were centred in individual, economically
strong regions. Other regions were unable to benefit from this. The
use of decentralised wind energy is helping to increase the standing of
these often economically underdeveloped and rural regions.21
Unlike conventional energy, wind power is generated in many different
locations throughout Germany. This regional distribution strengthens
value creation across Germany. There are various reasons for this.
Firstly, jobs are created in the construction and operation of wind
turbines. Secondly, in the case of public wind farms, contracts for road
construction, foundations or services are often awarded to companies
in the region. Finally, regional distribution provides a boost for
landowners, mostly farmers, for whom the construction of wind turbines is a secure secondary means of income. They can also cultivate
their fields after construction and while the turbines are in operation.
Local residents are also involved in nearly every second wind farm
in Germany through citizens' energy projects. Income from leasing
also usually remains in the regions and strengthens local purchasing
power. Since 2009, 70 percent of trade tax has been paid to the local
municipality in which the turbine is located, and 30 percent to the
municipality in which the headquarters of the operating company is
located.22 The districts directly adjacent to the wind farms can also
receive financial support, e.g. through the establishment of development associations or foundations. Especially in structurally weak
regions, these are important revenues that flow into, for example, the
expansion of broadband networks, public road construction or investments in kindergartens.
Tourism can also be boosted; some municipalities that have completely converted their energy supply to renewable energies use the
positive image of green wind energy as a tourist attraction23,24 (more
about wind energy and tourism on page 39).
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6.

Wind power is becoming
increasingly affordable
Electricity from wind turbines guarantees stable, low electricity prices
for the long term. In 1980, one turbine was able to supply around 10
households, but today, depending on the location, it can supply 2,500
to 3,500 households.25 Wind turbines already produce less expensive
electricity than newly built fossil-fuel power plants. Taking external
costs into account, wind energy has been the cheapest energy source
available for years.26
According to the German Renewable Energy Act (EEG) 2017, only the
wind turbines with the lowest costs will receive state subsidies. This is
achieved through a tendering procedure, in which project developers
must apply for funding. Differences in location are compensated for
by a calculation method, the so-called "reference yield model". The
maximum bid price in 2018 is 6.3 cents per kilowatt hour. Some
suppliers are already able to make significantly lower bids.27 In the
area of offshore wind energy, project sponsors even advertise that they
intend to forego funding altogether. Thanks to increased competition,
investments in research and development and progress in digitisation,
experts expect further reductions in electricity generation costs for
wind energy (see figure).28 Conventional fuels, on the other hand, are
finite and are gradually running out. This potentially increases the
prices for electricity from non-renewable energy sources. Modern
calculations are also able to quantify the social costs for atmosphere,
environment and health for each energy source. If such calculations
were used as a basis for price comparisons, the cost advantage of wind
energy would increase even more significantly.

Development of the electricity generation
costs of wind energy
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7.

Wind energy makes 		
Germany less dependent on
raw material imports
Conventional power plants require energy sources to produce electricity – raw materials such as lignite, uranium, crude oil or natural
gas. For many years, Germany's energy supply depended on external
suppliers of those raw materials: 97 percent of crude oil and about 91
percent of the natural gas required in Germany comes from imports.29
The largest shares come from Russia and Norway, but also from
conflict regions such as Nigeria, Algeria, Egypt and Libya. The world
markets on which they are traded are subject to strong fluctuations.
In addition, military conflicts and foreign policy decisions can lead to
shortages of raw materials. The mining of coal in Germany will end in
2018. This means that, in addition to renewables, only lignite remains
as a domestic energy source, but its extraction is associated with
major problems.
Wind as a resource, on the other hand, does not have to be extracted
or imported. Rare earths that have to be mined abroad play a subordinate role in wind energy. Every megawatt hour of electricity generated
with wind energy is one megawatt hour that makes Germany less
dependent on international raw material markets.30 And what's more,
wind turbines are manufactured, installed and maintained in Germany,
meaning that the wind industry in Germany creates added value. With
imported energy sources, this added value stays in the country of
origin. If this potential were also used for the mobility and heating sectors to replace fossil fuels and heating systems, the need for imports
could be further reduced.

Imports of fossil fuels avoided through renewable
energies in Germany (2014)
in billion euros
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8.

Wind turbines
from Germany are
a top export
In a global comparison, German manufacturers and suppliers occupy
a leading position in the expansion of wind energy. The reasons for
this are years of operational experience and targeted research and
development work, which allow German companies to build more
efficient and more powerful wind turbines. They are able to optimise
their products during operation and thoroughly test innovations for
practical suitability.
Germany's innovative wind turbine manufacturers have achieved an
export quota of over 70 percent in 2016. According to the Federal
Statistical Office, the global market share of German offshore wind
turbine manufacturers exceeded 80 percent. By comparison, the German automotive industry had a 20 percent share of the global market
in the same year (with higher production figures). The offshore wind
industry has succeeded in exporting not only turbines but also technology for foundations and grid infrastructure. The expertise and advice
of German experts – from project planners and wind consultants to
maintenance contractors – are also in demand worldwide. Besides
Germany, the largest markets for wind energy are the United States,
Canada, China, India and other Asian countries.31
In view of the significant sales and export figures resulting from a
strong domestic market, it is all the more important that this added
value is kept in the country. In particular, the market outlook for the
early 2020s presents risks for companies. All market participants,
whether project developers, manufacturers or suppliers, need
sufficient opportunity to exist and operate adequately in the German
tender system. Developments across Europe will be crucial for them.

Comparison of the world market shares of German
manufacturers in percent (2016)
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Wind moves
people
95 percent of Germans welcome the further expansion of renewable
energies. 57 percent of residents think that having wind turbines in
the vicinity of their own home is "good" or "very good". These are
the results of a Kantar Emnid survey commissioned by the Agency
for Renewable Energies.32 But when the energy transition comes to
your own door, you want to know more about it and ask more critical
questions. In this respect, there is no difference between wind turbines and new roads, new railway stations or even the establishment of
national parks. In recent years, scientists have repeatedly investigated
what needs to happen so that at least the majority of people in the
area become supporters of a new wind farm. The answer is clear: they
want to be kept fully informed from an early stage. But a "text-book
approach" by politicians and planners is of little help, because the expectations of people in the communities near the planned wind farms
can be very different. Often the distance to a wind farm is not the most
important factor for acceptance or rejection by local residents.33 It is
the organisation of the design or planning process that is decisive. The
planning authorities must make the procedure transparent and explain
how these areas were selected according to a range of criteria, such as
settlement structure, nature conservation and landscape. People who,
for example, are co-owners of wind turbines or who receive regional
electricity at reduced prices naturally no longer perceive such systems
as disruptive to the same extent.
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9.

Citizens benefit
from wind farms
There is a diverse range of operating structures for German wind
farms – from private individuals, commercial enterprises and energy
suppliers, to cooperatives and legal company forms like limited companies. For many years, citizens have been involved in almost every
second wind energy project in Germany, with various participation
formats.34
The energy transition has led to a decentralisation of the German energy system. Not only do citizens consume clean electricity, they now
produce it themselves too. Their active participation in wind energy
projects creates acceptance and support for wind farms in addition
to creating regional value. These projects give local citizens a say in
planning and operational management, for example as members of an
energy cooperative or shareholders in a public wind farm. In addition,
citizens can co-finance wind energy projects through participation models such as savings bonds, bearer bonds, subordinated loans or silent
partnerships.35 A medium to long-term goal of the energy transition is
to make even greater use of local renewable energy generation structures in order to achieve self-sufficient energy units in which citizens can
ultimately also trade electricity generated among themselves.
However, residents can also benefit from wind energy projects without
active participation. For example, some operators offer discounts on
electricity bills. Increasingly, citizens can apply for a wind energy
bonus from local municipal utilities. This bonus is calculated according
to how many turbines can be seen from the location and how large the
town or village is. As residents of a community, citizens also benefit
from trade tax and lease income, which is often invested in local
infrastructure or public institutions. This allows kindergartens, schools
or community centres to be financed to a large extent.
As shown by the graphic on the right, based on the idea of the Onshore
Wind Energy Agency, active and passive participation is always about
a balance between local acceptance and procedural justice.
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Examples of financial investments (selection)
Active participation

Passive participation

Citizens produce with:
· Energy cooperatives
· public wind farms as
GmbH & Co. KG

As resident:
· Area lease
· Bonus for residents
· Sale of electricity

Citizens finance with:
· Savings bond
· Long-term bond
· Silent partnership

As general public:
· Civic trust
· Municipality as operator
· Payments to the community

Participation and inclusion36

Dialogue

Co-determination

early/informal
participation

Local
acceptance

Acceptability

Procedural
fairness

Some flexibility

financial
inclusion

aktive
inclusion

Objectives for the public:

Objective of the project and planning authorities:

Information

Distributive
justice

passive
inclusion
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Our
answers
to important questions
surrounding wind energy
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1.
How much does 			
the expansion of wind
energy cost me?
Electricity generation costs money, no matter if it is fossil with
coal and gas or renewable with wind and sun. Thanks to previous
investments, especially the promotion of renewable energies through
the German Renewable Energy Act (EEG), the price of wind energy in
Germany has fallen to the level of fossil fuels, which have also received
tax support for decades.
Unlike the cost of fossil fuels, which have far-reaching external
follow-on costs for people and the environment, the cost of renewable
energies is shown transparently on the electricity bill with the EEG
levy. This levy, which is paid by private consumers and small and
medium-sized enterprises as a surcharge on the electricity price, has
increased in recent years. In 2018, the EEG levy will be 6,79 cents per
kilowatt hour.37 Wind turbine operators will receive the EEG levy as a
so-called market premium on the electricity exchange price achieved.
This enables them to operate their turbines economically.
New, more efficient turbines receive significantly less support from the
EEG levy than older turbines. The subsidy is paid out over 20 years.
Since the first old turbines with a high EEG subsidy surcharge will
drop out of the subsidy in 2020, a reduction in the EEG levy is to be
expected in the long term. The price on the electricity exchange also
has an influence on the amount of the EEG levy, as the market premium compensates for fluctuations in the exchange price. Falling prices
on the electricity exchange therefore result in a higher EEG levy. The
electricity exchange price has been falling for years, most recently to
3.02 cents per kilowatt hour. If it were to rise, for example through the
introduction of CO2 pricing or the reduction of conventional overcapacities, this would result in a reduction in the EEG levy.
Regardless of what is happening with the energy transition, 40 percent
of fossil-fuel power plants in Germany will have to be replaced or
refurbished for reasons of age over the next few years. It therefore
makes sense to invest the necessary funds in a sustainable and more
cost-effective energy supply system in the long term.
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2.
Can wind energy meet
demands?
Since the beginning of the German energy transition, the number of
wind turbines onshore and offshore has grown continuously. Renewables already account for 38 percent of Germany's electricity mix.38
In future, their share will be even higher, as Germany will exit not
only from nuclear energy but also from coal-fired power generation in
the medium term, and, as a consequence, the heating and transport
energy sectors will also be increasingly tapped by renewables. The
complexity of Germany's landscape of stakeholders, especially in small
and medium-sized enterprises and industry, is the driving force behind
technical progress and innovation. Today, technical innovations make
it possible for energy production to begin at ever lower wind speeds.
This leads to increasing operating hours and an overall economic use
of wind energy throughout Germany.
A study by enervis energy advisors GmbH on behalf of the German
Wind Energy Association (BWE) and the Natural Gas Storage Initiative
(INES) comes to the conclusion that a Germany completely supplied
with renewable energies is already possible with the development of
2 percent of the country's surface area.39 In the future, efficient and
reliable wind power will be generated by repowering in these areas,
some of which are already developed today. In the scenario that
the study draws up to 2050, the decisive factors are the interaction
of onshore wind energy with other renewable energy sources such
as offshore wind energy and photovoltaics, the development of a
high-performance storage infrastructure, the introduction of sector
coupling, and the associated increased use of renewable gases by
power-to-gas. Around 930 TWh of renewable gases will be needed
to achieve the decarbonisation of transport and industry and thus a
greenhouse-gas-neutral energy system in Germany in 2050.
Through the creation of a storage infrastructure, wind turbines
will be able to run much longer in the future without having to be
disconnected from the grid despite favourable conditions and without
jeopardising grid stability. In addition to battery storage, thermal
storage (power-to-heat) and gas storage (power-to-gas) are important
components of the future energy system.
And we must not forget that, from 2021, around 6,000 existing
turbines built up to the year 2000 with a total capacity of 4,500
megawatts (MW) will be withdrawn from the fixed-price system of the
EEG. For the turbine operators concerned, the question of continued
operation or repowering then arises. Until then, the political course
must be set so that the demand for wind power can also be met by
further expansion.
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Wind energy and sector coupling
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3.
Will my power supply
stay secure?
There are far more power plants in Germany than are needed to supply
the population. As experts at the Federal Ministry of Economics write,
coal-fired power plants of at least seven gigawatts could be shut down
without endangering power supply. It is therefore the responsibility
of the complementary power system, consisting of various renewable
energy plants, to secure the power supply once such plants are
decommissioned. Wind turbines generate a particularly large amount
of electricity in the winter and spring months. They thus complement
particularly well the annual load cycle of PV systems with a high
feed-in in the summer months. "Non-supply-dependent" renewable
energy technologies such as biogas also play an important role. These
technologies can always be used if the demand for electricity cannot
be completely covered by wind power generation. Natural gas can
also compensate fluctuations in the supply of wind power and is
cleaner than other fossil fuels. Supply bottlenecks can thus be reliably
avoided.
In addition, energy supply in Germany has been prepared for the
increased feed-in from renewable energies with flexibility options
for some years now. This transformation process is very complex
and includes, for example, the increased use of load management,
power-to-heat systems and decentralised storage systems. As a result,
supply security in Germany has remained at a consistently high level
since the beginning of the energy transition. In 2016, electricity
customers throughout Germany were without electricity for an average
of only 11.5 minutes.40 This also includes disturbances caused by
earthworks and dredging.

Security of supply with parallel wind energy expansion:
average power outage time in minutes (2016)
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4.
Is wind power sufficient for
e-mobility and heating?
Renewable energies nowadays account for a significant proportion
of electricity generation. It is therefore high time to think ahead with
regard to the energy transition and integrate it into other areas of final
energy consumption. By 2020, the share of renewable energies in final
energy consumption is set to rise to 18 percent, and by 2030 even to
30 percent, in accordance with the goals of the German government.41
After the energy sector, transport is the main cause of CO2 emissions
in Germany.42 There is therefore great potential for decarbonisation
in the areas of transport and heating. In addition to other renewable
energy sources, wind energy can play a central role in the CO2-free
supply of electric cars. Especially in the case of further electrification
of the transport sector, it is important that energy is provided from
renewable sources. If this succeeds, the Federal Republic of Germany
will come significantly closer to its climate protection goals.
In periods of high winds, high volumes of electricity from wind energy
are available, especially in northern Germany. In some cases, this
cannot all be fed into the grid, as grid expansion has not progressed
far enough or there is no flexibility to reduce the power from conventional power plants. Instead of the wind turbines being shut down, the
electricity could be used by nearby consumers, such as electric cars.
The expansion of the charging infrastructure for electromobility is of
central importance for this. The German government has therefore
established a promotional programme to support the construction of
a further 5,000 rapid charging stations and a further 10,000 normal
charging stations.
Other interfaces include the use of wind power to provide heat (power-to-heat) or to generate wind gas (power-to-gas). Energy converted
into gas is easy to transport and can be stored like conventional gas.
These technologies are already in use today, but the necessary business models require additional incentive mechanisms for successful
implementation.
Electricity from wind energy is therefore already available in large
parts of Germany in sufficient quantities. Sector coupling must now
continue so that clean electricity from wind turbines can be transferred to the transport and heating sectors through smart energy supply
concepts.
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5.
Do wind farms in the south
of Germany make sense?
Throughout Germany there are locations with wind conditions that are
suitable for wind power generation and these should be used as part
of a socially supported energy transition. Today, technical innovations
make it possible for energy production to begin at ever lower wind
speeds. In wind farms with older and newer turbines, it can be observed that the technically more sophisticated new types start up even
at low wind speeds. This leads to increasing operating hours and even
more economical use of wind energy throughout Germany.
If wind power is generated inland, this has additional advantages. The
electricity does not have to be transported from the coast, across the
entire country to the large industrial customers and conurbations in
southern Germany. This avoids transmission losses during electricity
transport and relieves the grid bottlenecks that are currently still
occurring in the north. Finally, weather-related fluctuations are also
compensated for: the nationwide expansion will increase the security
of supply, as lulls at one location can be compensated for by wind
turbines running at another location.
However, the prerequisite for the nationwide expansion of wind energy
in Germany is that all federal states award contracts to projects under
tender, which unfortunately was not the case in 2017.43

Contracts awarded for projects under tender 2017
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6.
Why are wind turbines
sometimes standing still,
even though the wind is
blowing?
Observers often believe that wind turbines are stationary because
they are installed in places where there is not enough wind. There are
a number of reasons why turbines actually stop temporarily. As the
name of the technology implies, wind turbines are naturally dependent
on wind. Measurements of local wind conditions on site guarantee
that they are built in areas with sufficient wind. There are often other
reasons for turbines to be temporarily shut down.
Above all, the delayed expansion of the grid and an oversupply of
conventional electricity stand in the way of even more efficient use of
wind energy. Occasionally, wind turbines have to be shut down when
they are actually working most efficiently, namely when a lot of wind
power is being fed into the grid in strong winds. In the future, these
cases will decrease. There are two reasons for this. An optimised and
efficient power grid will be able to absorb more wind power in the
future and better balance supply and demand. The rapid expansion
of the grids will ensure the largest possible share of electricity from
renewable energies in the long term and throughout Europe. If we take
climate protection seriously, coal- and lignite-fired power plants must
be systematically shut down in the coming years. Due to their inflexibility, they are currently clogging the power grids with climate-damaging
electricity and thus causing the shutdown of flexible wind turbines.
Coal-fired power plants will no longer be needed in the electricity
system of the future, which will be characterised by wind energy, other
renewables and flexible gas-fired power plants.
In addition, there are a number of reasons why the rotors of wind
turbines do not rotate in some cases despite good wind conditions.
Maintenance and repairs are often the reason for a temporary shutdown. Another reason for the stoppage may be the protection of birds
and bats during breeding and flying out times. To protect residents,
turbines are also switched off if they cast shadows on adjacent residential buildings for more than 30 minutes a day when the sun is low
in the sky.44
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7.
Why are old wind turbines
being replaced by new
ones?
In order for Germany to meet its climate protection targets, the share
of renewable energies in energy consumption must increase. For
onshore wind energy, this does not necessarily mean a proportionately greater number of wind turbines, but the use of more efficient
technology with a higher yield.45 Repowering is the replacement of old
turbines with more powerful ones, which have also been optimised
with regard to other requirements in recent years. A newly constructed
turbine in 2017 had an average output of 2,976 kW, whereas the average output of the turbines dismantled in the same year was 1,207 kW.
These increases in efficiency are primarily achieved by raising the hub
heights and thus increasing full-load hours.
What are the advantages of repowering? Firstly, the process can reduce
the total number of turbines. A rule of thumb is that repowering can
double the output and triple the electricity yield with half the number
of turbines. Dismantling existing turbines that are often scattered close to built-up areas and replacing them with fewer but more powerful
wind turbines relieves the landscape and, depending on the spatial
planning situation, offers the opportunity to rearrange the turbines.
The second advantage is that modern turbines can be integrated much
better into the electricity grid because they feed in electricity more
constantly and in larger quantities. Thirdly, there are the advantages
of resident protection, since the new turbines are visually more acceptable due to a lower number of revolutions and are quieter than the
existing turbines due to new technologies.
Although local acceptance and existing infrastructure speak in favour
of repowering in existing areas, administrative obstacles such as new
area designations, height limitations and changed distance regulations
pose spatial planning challenges. In order to exploit the full repowering potential, ways should be found in land use and regional planning
to preserve the existing areas for repowering.
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The potential of repowering should be made possible and
exploited due to the many advantages that repowering
brings.

Triple the electricity yield with half the number of turbines

Classic repowering project:
4 modern ind turbines (3 MW) replace 8 old turbines (1.3 MW)





reduction of the total number of turbines
better integration into the power grid
lower rotation speed
lower noise emissions
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8.
Can wind turbines be
recycled?
Wind turbines are highly advanced technologies. Nevertheless, the dismantling and recycling of their components is not a problem, as waste
management companies have confirmed. In the meantime, companies
have found safe solutions for recycling wind turbines and reusing them
profitably.
Modern wind turbines can be almost completely recycled: 80 to 90
percent of the components of a wind turbine, based on their total
mass, can be recycled.46 They consist of more than 80 percent steel
and concrete. After processing, the concrete parts of the foundation
are used as recycled concrete, for example in road construction. The
steel segments mainly return to the steelworks as secondary material.
Some components, such as rotor blades, cannot find a secondary market and must be recycled. The recycling of rotor blades is particularly
challenging due to the composition of glass fibre plastics, carbon
fibres and other plastics. This means that the thermal utilisation of old
rotor blades can only be carried out by specialised companies.
It has recently become possible for the rotor blades to be incinerated
in an industrial recycling process. The ash, which still accounts for
about 30 percent of the raw material by volume, can then be used as
a substitute for other raw materials in the cement industry. This technology is also used for complex plastics from other industries, such as
the automotive, aviation and shipping industries

Recycling old wind turbines

Dismantling old
wind turbines

Disassembly of
rotor blades
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Processing

Complete recycling
of the material
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management
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9.
Do more turbines mean
more grids?
We are already successfully responding to the fluctuating demand for
electricity with constant control of power grid management. For the
new generation landscape around renewable energies, however, an
increasingly "intelligent" power grid is needed to coordinate generation and consumption according to demand. The basic principle is still
to optimise existing grids and only expand them after optimisation
(the so-called "NOVA" principle). What is new, however, are so-called
"smart grids", which ensure communication between all energy producers, all energy stores and all energy consumers.
The transmission grid operators are confidently accepting the challenge posed by increased feed-in from wind and sun. In order to reduce
the costs for feed-in management and redispatch, the grid expansion
projects defined in 2009 by the Power Grid Expansion Act (EnLAG)
and the grid development plan must be further implemented. In 2016,
for example, the transmission grid operator 50Hertz initiated the
commissioning of the first system of the southwest coupling line ("Thüringer Strombrücke"), thus making a clear contribution to a significant
reduction in redispatch costs in 2016. At the end of 2017, however,
only 55 percent of the EnLAG projects were realised in this grid area
alone. More should follow. In addition, innovative grid systems and
technologies help the user to shift the load in the grid and optimise
consumption. Whether the use of high-temperature conductor cables,
the interaction of smart market and smart grid, the modern measurement of current weather data, the utilisation of available storage
capacities or the flexibilisation of consumers – modern grid operation
offers many possibilities.47
The wind energy industry, on the other hand, is working on balancing
the production of wind power in order to minimise the challenges for
grid operation. Technological development is also helping to increase
the stability of wind power utilisation and reduce grid requirements.
In the future, more and more electrical appliances and electricity producers will be networked in smart grids, from wind farms to washing
machines. Connected via the fibre optic network, large electricity
consumers can be switched on when there is a lot of wind. Electric
cars at the charging station can also return electricity to the grid when
it is scarce and expensive.
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10.
Why do we need offshore
wind energy?
Technologies in the energy mix that have a stabilising and balancing
effect are also decisive for the overall efficiency of the energy system.
Offshore wind energy plays a key role here as a supplement to onshore
wind energy and photovoltaics. Wind energy on the open sea is available on average 363 days a year and is an indispensable pillar of the
energy transition due to the uniform supply of clean electricity.48
Germany is the world market leader for offshore technology and has
the entire value chain at its disposal for the construction of these
high-performance turbines. The industrial policy advantage of being
able to cover supply, production, project planning and operation with
German companies must also be maintained and expanded with regard
to job security and export opportunities. There is enormous growth
potential in the offshore industry. While coastal access in Germany is
limited, other countries have a much greater demand for the leading
offshore technologies from Germany. Due to their high capacity
utilisation and their constant production of wind power, offshore wind
turbines make a decisive contribution to supply security. If the ambitious German climate protection targets are to be achieved, offshore
wind power needs to be expanded as well as onshore.
Did you know? The most stringent requirements apply throughout
Europe for the use of offshore technologies in the North Sea and the
Baltic Sea. Since the wind farms are closed to shipping and fishing,
plants and animals in this region can regenerate particularly well.49
This even creates new biotopes. In addition, the offshore industry is
doing a considerable amount of research and development work to
ensure that the construction of these large-scale facilities has as little
impact as possible on the natural marine environment. Noise-reducing
technologies such as the so-called "bubble curtain" are also used
to protect special marine animals such as the harbour porpoise.50
Another example is the use of environmentally friendly "suction bucket
foundations", which can be put in place without noisy pile driving.
In addition, components that are permanently exposed to a certain
water depth sea are effectively protected against corrosion by cathodic
protection. This prevents harmful substances from being washed into
the sea.
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11.
Will wind farms be built
everywhere?
In the public debate, the question is repeatedly raised as to whether
turbines are to be erected all over Germany and at any location. However, there is no need to be afraid of uncontrolled expansion, because
even in the future, no more than two percent of the entire area of the
Federal Republic of Germany would ever be used as wind farm sites.
Furthermore, only areas that are identified as priority areas for wind
energy in state regional plans and that withstand detailed examination
can be considered as a location. In addition to the distances to
residential areas and transport routes, bodies of water, nature and
landscape conservation areas, military bases, airports or listed buildings, the local wind conditions must be right. And even in optimistic
forecasts based on a completely renewable energy system, Germany
will not be covered with wind turbines.51,52

High performance in a small area
In 2016, the land usage of all wind
turbines in Germany corresponded to
about one tenth of the area of Berlin.
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12.
Are birds and bats 		
protected?
Wind turbines interfere with nature, just like the construction of road
links and the use of land for modern agriculture. Therefore, the consequences for local wildlife must be carefully assessed. However, the
alternatives to wind energy such as coal mining and unabated climate
change continue to pose the greatest threat to Germany's biodiversity.
One thing is clear: wind energy and nature conservation are not mutually exclusive. This is guaranteed by nature conservation audits in the
regional assessment and approval procedures for wind farms. The Federal Nature Conservation Act defines legal standards for interventions
in nature and the protection of wild animals. Almost every project
nowadays is accompanied by species protection studies and environmental impact assessments.53 This involves a thorough examination
of whether the planned site is home to protected species of birds and
bats. Unoccupied bird nests must also be taken into account, as it is
considered probable that temporarily unoccupied breeding grounds
and hunting grounds will be reused by the animals at a later date. In
any case, important species protection areas are not included in the
choice of wind power locations. Overall, 98 percent of the total area of
the Federal Republic of Germany will continue to not be available for
wind farming.
Furthermore, project planners of wind turbines often commit themselves to compensatory and replacement measures for the protection
of birds and bats. In some cases, such measures have even led to
an improvement in the living conditions of the animals and their
populations have grown in parallel with the expansion of wind energy.
All 25 species of bats native to Germany are strictly protected under
the Federal Nature Conservation Act. They are subject to the rules on
special species protection. If there is still an acute danger during high
frequency flying times, the wind turbines are temporarily switched off.
The development and testing of such algorithms are mostly based on
federal research projects and innovations by wind turbine manufacturers. Practice also shows that the risk of collision is overestimated.
The swept area of a modern rotor is above the flight altitude of most
animals.54
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Compensation for interventions in nature
To compensate for interventions in nature and the landscape, many
ecological projects are implemented, such as planting flowering
meadows and orchards (1), placing nestboxes (2), creating biotopes
(3) or supporting ecological forest conversion and afforestation (4).
Wind farms in nature reserves remain taboo.

Shutting down for bats
On warm, windless summer nights, some species of bats hunt so high
in the air that they can come into the area swept by the rotors. On such
nights, many wind turbines are therefore temporarily shut down.
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13.
What must be considered
for wind farming in 		
forest?
First things first: Germany does not make available particularly valuable forest areas for wind farming. Deciduous forests and protected
areas of particularly high ecological value for humans and animals are
excluded from wind farming. In most federal states, coniferous forests
used intensively for forestry purposes are available instead. They offer
large areas of ecologically less critical sites (mono-silviculture) and
are generally outside protected areas. In these types of forest, species
diversity is usually lower than in natural forests. Possible bare areas
as a result of storm damage and existing impacts from motorways or
technical infrastructure such as transmission masts can also reinforce
their suitability for wind farming.
Yes, some space is required for the construction of turbines in the
forest. However, the total forest utilised can be reduced by a space-saving installation concept and favourable site characteristics, for
example with low terrain inclination or with existing access routes,
which were often established in commercial forests for forestry vehicles before the construction of wind turbines.
Just as for open land, the planning and construction of wind turbines
in commercial forests are subject to strict rules. In addition to the
Federal Nature Conservation Act, the forest regulations of the Federal
Forests Act and the State Forests Act also apply in Germany. The early
involvement of the forestry authority in the planning and approval
procedures also ensures that the decision is carefully considered. Once
the site has been selected in accordance with the intervention regulations, the forestry authority determines the necessary compensation
measures. As a rule, this includes the obligation to carry out reforestation or to increase the quality of existing forests.

Wind energy has comparatively low land
consumption.
2

For a modern onshore turbine with
on output of 3 MW, the area of
half a football field, including the
access roads, is required.
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14.
Are we citizens even
asked about the expansion of wind energy?
The formal participation of citizens in the planning and approval
processes is guaranteed and regulated by law. The planning authorities protect the interests of all parties involved and ensure that wind
turbines are erected where as few conflicts as possible occur. The local
people are therefore involved in regional planning by the authorities
long before the specific planning of a wind farm.
In addition, residents should also inform themselves about the
planned wind energy project in good time and in detail. Wind farm
planners and authorities offer various formats for this purpose: Energy
discussion forums, on-site visits, workshops, information events, planning workshops, etc. can be used as communication formats for the
exchange between citizens and project developers. All sides benefit
from such a dialogue: residents can express their concerns and suggestions for changes and thus have more influence on project design and
implementation. The project promoters benefit from the knowledge of
local stakeholders, can respond to criticism constructively and identify
possible risks at an early stage.
Open communication on an equal footing alone does not guarantee
success, but can help to reduce reservations. The acceptance of wind
energy projects on site is effectively increased by clarifying problems
in understanding. Experience shows that reservations about wind
energy are declining significantly, especially in the vicinity of wind
farms. Concerned residents are often not informed about the current
state of turbine technology. Information about the greatly reduced
noise emissions thanks to aerodynamically optimised and adjustable
rotor blades, no more reflective coatings or sensor-supported shutdown as soon as the shadow cast exceeds the legal maximum of 30
minutes per day or 30 hours per year can significantly increase acceptance. In conflicts with people and nature, there is a rule that applies
to planners and also to residents: a workable compromise is always
better than enforcing one's own rights in court.
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15.
Will my house go down in
value?
For the valuation of property prices, wind turbines must be assessed
in the same way as other buildings that characterise the local infrastructure (industrial plants, pig farms, supermarkets, railway stations,
motorways and airports).55 However, changes in the market value of
a property cannot be attributed to a single factor alone. Instead, the
value of a property depends on a whole range of different factors.
Supply is guided by the location of a property, real estate stocks, vacancy and new construction activities, while demand is influenced by
the location, the regional social and economic structure as well as the
general development of assets and demographic change.56 Personal
motives also play a role in the decision to buy a property or a home.
The following aspect is interesting from a psychological point of view:
although it is clear from previous scientific studies that wind turbines
do not have a negative impact on property values, the mere assumption that wind turbines pose a value-reducing risk can have a short-term
effect on the pricing of land and property.57 Without this psychological
component, the price trend often behaves differently.
If one considers the influx of workers into rural areas and the regional
value added through the expansion of wind energy, it can instead be
assumed that this has a rather positive effect on the development of
property prices, especially in structurally weak regions. This assumption is supported by the results of a study in the East Frisia region at
locations with a very high density of wind turbines compared to the
German average.58 A positive development of property prices was
recorded there. A long-term analysis by the city of Aachen on property
price development regarding the "Vetschauer Berg" wind farm comes
to the same conclusion.59 It was found there that the properties in the
immediate vicinity of the wind farm showed a positive price trend.
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16.
Do wind parks scare off
tourists?
Various studies and a range of creative holiday resorts prove that tourism and wind energy not only go hand in hand, but that wind farming
can also have positive effects on visitor numbers and overnight stays.
According to a study by the Institute for Tourism and Spa Research in
Northern Europe (NIT), only one in 100 guests would avoid a holiday
resort because of a nearby wind farm.60 According to the survey, other
factors are much more important in choosing a travel destination. For
example, the friendliness of holiday providers, quality of accommodation, prices and variety of offers on site play a key role in holidaymakers' decision-making. The satisfaction of holiday guests is reduced
if there is a lack of cycle paths, horseback riding trails, hiking trails,
interlinked public transport or culinary and cultural recreation offers.
Innovative hotel concepts and offers for sustainable and social travel
are also in demand. Some holiday resorts have even enhanced their
image through local wind energy. Wind turbines symbolise innovative
power, future orientation and sustainability.61 IInformation about renewable energies, visits to wind turbines and integrated hiking or cycling
trails now provide additional tourist attractions.
The bioenergy village Jühnde62 in Lower Saxony, the energy landscapeMorbach63, Feldheim64 in Brandenburg and the "WindErlebnis Ostfriesland" (East Frisia Wind Experience) are some prime examples of how
wind energy can boost tourism and increase the number of overnight
stays in rural areas. German travel groups as well as those from abroad
who are interested in the energy transition create value locally and
have positive effects for local hotels, restaurants and businesses. Due
to the high interest in renewables, there are now also travel guides65
focusing on climate-friendly energy production.
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17.
Is wind energy making me
ill?
People are surrounded by modern technology every day, not only in
cities and communities, but also directly in their private homes and
work environment. However, wind energy is one of the most visible
technologies in the landscape. Understandably, residents are wondering whether wind turbines near residential areas can have an impact
on health.
Various studies and expert opinions dispel these fears. According to
studies by the German Society for Nature Conservation and various
state environmental agencies, sound levels in the immediate vicinity
of wind turbines are not in the slightest harmful to health.66 Far higher
infrasonic values than those of a wind turbine at a distance of 150 metres can be measured, for example, in the interior of a medium-sized
car travelling at 130 km/h or in other everyday situations. According
to current international knowledge, no effects on human health are therefore to be expected. These studies are supported by a ruling by the
Würzburg Administrative Court on the harmlessness of noise emissions
from wind turbines.67 These assessments also correspond to regular
on-site measurements.
Like gusty wind, sea surf or moving cars, wind turbines also generate
sound at very low frequencies, so-called infrasound. These are very
low tones with a frequency of less than 20 Hertz (Hz). These frequencies are normally not perceptible to humans. Nevertheless, some local
residents fear that they could become ill from infrasonic exposure.68
Although researchers cannot replicate the supposed cause-and-effect
relationship between wind power and the occurrence of illnesses,
there are people who suffer from complaints such as headaches or
nausea. These complaints are real and must be taken seriously. Experts
attribute the so-called "wind turbine symptom" to the nocebo effect.
According to this, residents do not suffer from acoustic or optical signals from the wind turbine, but from fears that these could be harmful
to health. Further educational work and research are urgently needed
here.
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 A
 study commissioned by the Australian government shows that
there is no link between optical and acoustic emissions from wind
turbines and health problems.
 A long-term study conducted by the Bavarian Environment Agency
in 2012 confirms that at a distance of 250 metres, the sound
emissions of the wind turbines examined are far below the human
perception threshold. The infrasound caused by the wind is significantly stronger than that generated by the wind turbine itself.
 A study by the German Federal Ministry for the Environment shows
that overall, there is "no significant inconvenience" due to the
obstruction markers of wind turbines.
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18.
What ist the industry doing
about the lights flashing
at night?
Wind turbines are not only built on land and at sea, but also in the vicinity of towns and settlements. Wind turbines in the vicinity of towns
and settlements can occasionally be perceived as a nuisance due
to optical stimuli. The question therefore arises as to how residents
are protected from possible disturbances caused by wind turbines.
A prime example of improved legal framework conditions and new
technological solutions to ensure the acceptance of wind turbines is
needs-based night warning lighting.69
The red flashing lights (obstruction lights) on the rotor blades are
mandatory to warn aircraft and helicopters of obstacles of this type.
At present, they are permanently on. In many wind farms, however,
the lights only come on when they are actually needed. Radar sensors
monitor the surroundings of the wind turbines. With such a system, the
lights will in future only light up as needed, i.e. when aircraft approach. As it is rare for aircraft to fly over a wind farm at critical altitude
at night, the lights can remain off for over 90 percent of the night.
Although there are still some hurdles to be overcome, ranging from the
cost of the systems to approval issues, the technology should certainly
meet with more and more acceptance. If for technical reasons it is not
possible to achieve needs-based warning lighting, the load can already
be reduced by synchronising the warning lights of all wind turbines in
the farm and by adjusting the luminous intensity.
For a successful continuation of the German energy transition, the
wind energy industry and politicians are interested in securing the
acceptance of turbines among the population. A variety of legal regulations have already been adopted for this purpose. There are clearly
defined noise protection guidelines for wind turbines in the vicinity
of residential areas. Corresponding distance regulations are observed
during planning and construction. There are also defined immission
control regulations for the shadow cast by the rotor blades. This means
that a wind turbine must be temporarily shut down if its shadow
falls on a house for more than 30 hours per year and 30 minutes per
day. But also with technical solutions such as non-reflective paints,
reduced speed and encapsulated nacelles, the industry optimises
resident protection even beyond these legal requirements.
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Overview:
Facts and figures on
wind energy
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Energy supply 2017
Total energy supply from renewable energies: 
410.4 terawatt hours (TWh)70
(of which electricity 218 TWh, heating 162 TWh, transport 30 TWh)
Avoided greenhouse gas emissions through renewable energy use:
178.6 million tonnes (MT) CO2 equivalent71
(of which electricity 138 MT, heating 34 MT, ransport 7 MT)
Proportion of wind energy: 71.2 MT CO2 equivalent (39.9 %)
Share of renewables in gross electricity generation: 33.3 %
Gross electricity generation from renewables in 2017 (forecast): 218.3 TWh72
Share of renewables in the electricity mix (net electricity generation): 38.2 %73

Power from wind energy
Share of wind energy in gross electricity generation in 2017: 16.2 %
Gross electricity generation from wind energy 2017: 106.6 TWh74
Net electricity generation from wind energy 2017: 103.65 TWh75

Share of
wind energy
...in the German electricity mix (net electricity generation) in 2017: 18.8 %76
 This makes wind energy Germany's second most important source of
electricity
...in electricity from renewable energies in 2017: 49.36 %77
Germany's share of wind energy worldwide in 2016: 9.43 %78

Industry figures
New construction (installed capacity on land) 2017: 5.3 GW
Existing capacity (installed capacity on land) 31.12.2017: 50.8 GW79
Number of employees in the wind energy industry in 2016: 160,20080
of which onshore: 133,000 people
of which offshore: 27,200 people
Number of employees in the wind energy industry worldwide: 1.16 million81
Export share of German wind turbine production: 67 %82
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Expansion goals
Renewable energy expansion targets of the German government
40-45 % of the electricity mix by 202583
55-60 % of the electricity mix by 2035
80 % of the electricity mix by 205084
Potential at 2 percent area use85
Installed wind capacity: 198 GW
Wind energy yield per year: 390 TWh
 Corresponds to: 65 % of German gross electricity consumption

Acceptance
69 % of citizens with previous experience think that wind turbines in their
residential environment are "good" or "very good"86
95 % support the expansion of renewable energies87
83 % rate the expansion of wind energy as "important" or "very
important"88

Technology
Average capacity of a wind turbine
1993: 260 kW
2016: 2,848 kW89
 Tenfold increase in 20 years
Largest wind turbine 2017 for offshore and onshore wind farms
Technical data

Offshore

Onshore

Type of turbine:

V164-9.5 MW

E-126 / 7,580 kW

Manufacturer:

MHI Vestas Offshore
Wind A/S

ENERCON GmbH

Rotor diameter:

164 m

127 m

Coated rotor surface:

21,124 m2

12,668 m2

Annual energy yield:

46-47 million kWh

17-20 million kWh

Capacity:

9.5 MW

7.58 MW

Supply of
households:

Approx. 15,000
households

Approx. 5,6006,600 households

90
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Have you
ever been...
... on a wind turbine? If not, visit a virtual
one. Experience rare insights and views
with the 360 degree video from the BWE
at www.youtube.de/BWEeV.
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